DECENTRALIZED AUTONOMOUS GLOBAL
INTERNET SHARING PLATFORM
Token info
Token Name
Platform
Type
Private Sale price
Bonus

ITO Tokens for Sale
Post Exchange
Min. Contribution
Accepting
Hard Cap ITO
Post Exchange

SIDT
Stellar
Utility
1 EURO = 100 SIDT
Private sale Bonus set at
maximum 40% going down
in contribution amount &
number of SIDT blocks.
2,250,000,000
8,000,000,000
100 EUR
(from 500 EUR a bigger
Bonus is applied)
BTC, BCH, BTG, LTC, ETH,
DASH, SENT, URA, XLM, Fiat
(EUR)
$US 15,000,000
Remainder

SID users receive shared internet (WIFI internet or
Mobile internet) by other Users of our “SHARE
INTERNET DATA” platform ,when they have no
coverage or no data credit or simply no Internet
access at a given location ,but they are nearby other
SID smartphones who do have Internet access or
nearby a WIFI known to the SID platform. This is
achieved by using our innovative crowd sourced
Internet in a peer-to-multi-peer structure, overseen
by a patent pending proprietary technology. The
trading of tokens for megabytes of shared Internet
will be done in an automated way secured by the
Stellar blockchain. In future SID users will be able to
get paid for consuming Ads such that such Tokens
can be used to then pay for received Mobile internet
or home WIFI shared by other SID users.
Such payments by Tokens or trades will create a
liquid token market that could possibly trigger the
unleashing of a vast amount of people coming out
of poverty simply by the fact that they would have
finally a means to access the Internet. Internet
access means education and means participating
in the internet economy which will result in people
being lifted out of poverty.

Mission & Definition
SID (Share Internet Data) is a peer-to-multi-peer
decentralized internet sharing platform that allows
sharing internet from one person's smartphone to
another nearby in an automated manner. A SID
mission is this one: “To lift as many people as
possible out of poverty by means of giving the less
fortunate a way to access the Internet”.
Solution
SID platform and the SID APPs for iOS and Android
have already been released in commercial version
early February 2018. Also, a 3rd party major brand
endorsed our technology, showing that our
platform was ready to scale by releasing
commercially also a SID technology SDK inside the
APP of a franchise of Dunkin Donuts covering the
whole region of Spain, called Dunkin Coffee. SID
App of Android smartphones offers Users the
possibility to access crowd-sourced internet from
nearby SID smartphone users and from WIFIs on
the SID platform. The WIFIs are in fact password
entered by the SID users themselves such that if
users add a new WIFI to our platform and then ALL
other SID users automatically can connect to that
WIFI without ever knowing the password ,as those
are used in encrypted manner and entered by SID
app directly in the smartphone.

Token Distribution
23% Reserve Pool
9% Initial Token Sale
32% Initial Exchange Offering
8% Bounty/Commissions
20% Founders
5% Board Advisors
3% Airdrop/others
Team
José Merino – Chairman & Co-Founder
Paul Mears – New Business Manager
more
Advisors: Simon Cocking / Vladimir Nikitin / David
Drake / Nikolay Shkilev / Amarpreet Singh / Chris
Nyborg / Kerry Ritz /
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